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Abstract 

The use of digitalization in every sector of economy is increasing day by day. In today’s world, the increasing 

role of digital banking cannot be ignored. Digital Banking helps to cope up with the company’s strategy and 

plans. Digitalization in payment of commerce and trade has gained a lot in the present scenario and at the time 

of global pandemic era. Paper aims to discuss and analyse the increasing role of digital banking, and to increase 

the use of cashless transactions and to have smooth functioning in trade and commerce. The source of data 

collection is both i.e., primary as well as secondary. The data is collected from 300 respondents. The 

investigation was done to examine the similarities and differences of plans and policies, role of digital banking 

in every sector, and how they cope up with others using of digital banking. The finding of the study is that, the 

role has become important with digital payment, standards, position in the arrangement of policies to determine 

available options by digitalization in payment. Through the study, the capacity and competency of employees 

are acknowledged to be faced by industries and companies.  

INTRODUCTION: DIGITAL BANKING 

Digital banking is the digitization (or moving online) of all the traditional banking conditioning and programs 

that historically were only available to guests inside of a bank branch. Numerous fiscal associations have had 

trouble shifting their onboarding gests online and to lower defenses. Banks weren't visioning the tremendous 

shift in consumer geste that passed as a result of the millennial generation now come the largest consumers of 

fiscal products. 

 

What is the Difference Between Online and Digital Banking? 

Online banking primarily focuses on remote deposits, plutocrat transfers, bill pay, and introductory online 

operation of accounts. Other antonyms for online banking include internet banking, virtual banking, ande-

banking.  

HISTORY OF DIGITAL BANKING 

The foremost forms of digital banking trace back to the arrival of ATMs and cards launched in the1960s. As the 

internet surfaced in the 1980s with early broadband, digital networks began to connect retailers with suppliers 

and consumers to develop requirements for early online canons and force software systems.  

These dynamic shapes the base of client satisfaction, which can be nurtured with Client Relationship Operation 

software. Thus, CRM must be integrated into a digital banking system, since it provides means for banks to 

directly communicate with their guests. 

 

FUTURE OF DIGITAL BANKING 

The decision for banks to add further digital results at all functional situations will have a major impact on their 

fiscal stability. While not all banks are in a position to make quick changes to IT structure or the armature on top 

of it, banks aiming to be disrupters can move toward broad end-to- end robotization can do so over about a six-

month time frame. In short, digital banking means the full digitization of banks and all their conditioning, 

programs and functions. It’s not just about digitizing your services and products — the front- end that guests see 

— but also about automating your processes and connecting these worlds with middleware. Digital banking is 

about the robotization of every step of the banking relationship, and it goes way beyond an online or mobile 

banking platform. Digital banking contains a full metamorphosis to a digital terrain — frontend and backend 

and anything in between — for both guests and workers. 
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How Digital Disruption Changes the Banking Industry? 

Banks are affected by digital dislocation and penetration, and they know they need to act presto to manage it. 

Banks need to ameliorate client experience, increase functional effectiveness and respond briskly to assiduity 

changes. They need to make a abecedarian switch in their ( day-to- day) operations but stay true to their own 

identity. 

 

Risks and Challenges of Digital Banking 

Digital banking doesn’t only produce openings for perfecting effectiveness and reducing costs and creating 

high- value digital services; it also leads to major challenges and risks. The challenge for banks to cover 

themselves against cyber-attacks and digital fraud is also a threat. Pitfalls have come extremely advanced, and 

the bushwhackers are smart enough to identify the kind of preventives that the banks can take, and they design 

their attacks consequently. It's commodity banks need to be well apprehensive of. 

History 

 

Overview of Development Banking in India: 

 

Development Banking surfaced after the Second World War and the Great Depression in the 1930s. The 

demand for reconstruction finances for the affected nations impelled in setting up of public institutions for 

reconstruction. At the time of Independence in 1947, India had a fairly advanced banking system. The 

relinquishment of bank dominated fiscal development strategy was aimed at meeting the sectoral credit 

requirements, particularly of husbandry and assiduity. Towards this end, the Reserve Bank concentrated on 

regulating and developing mechanisms for institution structure. The marketable banking network was expanded 

to feed to the conditions of general banking and for meeting the short- term working capital conditions of 

assiduity and husbandry. Specialized development fiscal institutions similar as the IDBI, NABARD, NHB and 

SIDBI were set up to meet the long- term backing conditions of assiduity and husbandry. 

 

 

 BANK’S STEP TOWARDS DIGITALIZATION 

 

CREDIT CARDS 

 Bank Credit Cards offer benefits that match your preferences, suit your life and are accepted encyclopedically. 

The Credit Cards issued are EMV Chip and Leg enabled for enhanced security so that you can use it freely and 

earn delight points on all you spend. 

 

DEBIT CARDS 

 Bank Debit Card allows you to pierce your bank account around the timepiece and across the globe. You can 

protect, dine out, buy energy, book trip or movie tickets, to pay your bills and a lot further. 

 

PAYAPT 

Payapt enables us to make “ one click payment” directly from your smart phone. It comes with a host of features 

which allows us to go cashless for our day to day deals. Some of the features of Payapt are stressed below-• 

Mobile Recharge/ Bill Payment • Person to Merchant (P2M) Payments • Shop Online • Pay with mVISA • 

Virtual Card • One- Click payment • Shoot Plutocrat • Link Card & Pay directly • View Sale log 

 

MOBILE BANKING 

Bank's Mobile Banking installation allows you to pierce your Bank account/ s and carry out colorful Banking 

deals on the go. 

 

BROWSER BANKING 

Bank's Browser Banking service allows access to your Bank account/ s through the convenience of your mobile 

phone. Access colorful banking services like Account Balance, Finances Transfer, Bill payments, Mobile & 

DTH Recharge, Cheque Book Request,etc. anytime, anywhere. 

 

24*7 CARE – PHONE BANKING 

Phone Banking is a telephone banking service that gives information about your accounts on a24 * 7 base from 

anywhere, at any time. Bank Phone banking service can be profited through the IVR (Interactive Voice 

Response) or homemade backing through Phone banking Directors. 
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MOBILE APP (ANDROID AND iOS) 

 Bank's new Mobile App greatly enhances the client’s banking experience through an instigative and stoner-

friendly interface and also provides a wide range of features and services. 

 

CARD TO CARD TRANSFER 

Bank in association with VISA bring to you Card to Card payment service-a simple, accessible, fast and secure 

system for paying your VISA Credit Card bills. 

 

UPI 

"UPI"is the Unified Payments Interface (UPI) Mobile Application of Bank that can be downloaded and used by 

a client of any UPI sharing bank. 

 

 

ONLINE PAYMENT SERVICE - BANK PAYMATE SERVICE 

 

With the adding fashion ability of cashless shopping and arrival operation of mobile phones, Bank provides a 

revolutionary Mobile Phone grounded payment service in association with PayMate 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Milind S., (1999) "Adoption of Internet banking by Australian consumers: an empirical investigation", It 

shows that security issues and a lack of understanding of online banking and its benefits are obstacles to the 

relinquishment of online banking in Australia. He proposed some results to these obstacles. And also suggested 

that the provision of fiscal services via the Internet should be part of the overall distribution and client service 

strategy. These measures can help guests snappily resettle to online banking, thereby saving a lot of operating 

costs for the bank. 

 

Aladwani A. M. (2001), “Online banking: a field study of drivers, development challenges, and 

expectations”, Shows quantitative exploration results of bank directors and IT directors and implicit client 

comprehensions of online banking motorists, challenges and development prospects. The exploration results are 

useful for experimenters and interpreters seeking to understand issues related to online banking. 

Sarel D., Howard M. (2003), “Marketing online banking services: The voice of the customer”, It reveals a 

significant difference between the stations and opinions that beforehand adopters and the bank stopgap they will 

borrow coming. More importantly, the prospects can be described as indifferent to online banking; numerous 

people don't believe in its benefits and the value it provides. Although online banking services have the 

eventuality to expand the request, banks need to rethink their marketing styles. 

.Petrus G., Nelson O. N., (2006) "Borneo online banking: evaluating customer perceptions and 

behavioural intention", The result shows that perceived utility and perceived ease of use are strong 

determinants of behavioural intention for the relinquishment of online banking. Through perceived utility and 

perceived ease of use, calculating tone- efficacity and before general computing experience also have an circular 

influence on behavioural intentions. 

Yang A. S., (2009), “Exploring adoption difficulties in mobile banking services”, Factors related to the 

relinquishment and resistance of mobile banking technology are delved among council scholars in Taiwan. 

Factors related to relinquishment included the belief that mobile banking helps in meeting particular banking 

requirements, provides convenience without position and are cost-effective. The main factors related to 

resistance included concern about the security of the system configuration and the introductory cost of the 

mobile banking network connection. The theoretical and applied counteraccusations of these findings are 

bandied.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To measure the awareness of digital banking among the customers of the bank. 

2. To study how digital banking helps people to enjoy banking services 24*7 which was earlier restricted 

to the working hours during working days. 

3. To measure the safety issues associated with digital banking. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

 

Significance to the researchers:- 

It'll study about all the benefits, safety enterprises, client mindfulness, colourful modes and functional problems 

associated with digital banking.  

Significance to the organization:- 

This check will identify the problems that do while using digital banking and will also offer suggestions to avoid 

that in near future 

Significance to the society:- 

This check will help the bank to produce mindfulness among the guests about digital banking and dissect their 

issues. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Sampling Technique 

A simple random technique is used to study and analyze the project. 

 

Data Collection 

The data collection was done by secondary data and through questionnaire, primary data was collected. The 

main source for this data is the respondents themselves. Primary data can be collected by following methods:- 

✓ By interview of customers using digital banking. 

✓ By questionnaires with customers. 

✓ By observation of banking systems and procedures. 

Secondary data can be collected by following methods:- 

✓ Banks 

✓ Magazines 

✓ Newspapers 

✓ Management tools 

✓ Organization files 

✓ Official records 

✓ Website 

 

Data Interpretation 

The data interpretation is done by using statistical tools like table and pie chart. 

Ways of Data Interpretation 

 1. Table 

 2. Pie charts 

 3. Bar Graphs 

 4. Line Graphs 

 5. Data sufficiency 

 

FINDINGS 

This study was a great learning exposure for me. I have learnt so many things about banking transactions. The 

things that I have found through this study are as follows: -1. In the aspect of whether Manual Banking is 

handier than Digital Banking, customers had different views. Those different views can be categorized as 

follows: -· Strongly agree -15%· Agree -20%· Neutral -25%· Disagree -22%· Strongly agree -18%.When it 

came to how you look at Digital Banking, 15% of the customers said it’s a complex technique, 16% said it’s not 

easy, 18% said it’s hard to access, 20% said it’s rigid, 18% didn’t give a required response, and 13% gave poor 

feedback. When it came to the intensity of confidence in E-Banking, 20% of the customers said they have a 

little confidence, 25% said they have some confidence, 10% said they have no confidence at all, 28% said they 

have high confidence, and 17% said they have very high confidence in E-banking.35% of the customers said 

they chose this bank as they provide quality services, 35% of them said they provide security, and 30% of them 

said they take cheaper service charges. The main reasons for which the customers use Digital Banking are as 

follows: -28% of the customers said due to better information, 22% said they use digital banking because of the 

generalization of processes, 30% for the 24*7 services they provide, and 20% because of the limited time 

available. 

SUGGESTIONS 

The bank must lower the service charges for using different forms of Digital Banking. Training programs and 

seminars must be conducted to develop awareness about the various characteristics of Digital Banking. Server 
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issue which is the serious obstacle that the customers face in case of Digital Banking, the bank must have a 

proper plan for resolving it. 

CONCLUSION 

In this exploration has concluded that availability of digital banking is accepted while considering only persons 

that are supposed physically fit in the society. A study needs to be accepted to determine the influences of 

availability of digital banking amongst persons living B. In order to have faster processes in digital banking, 

there's need by banks to invest more on robust dependable systems to reduce incidents of failed deals and 

transactional crimes in ATMs, Mobile banking and POS outstations. Banks should further automate utmost 

services like loan recovery, loan disbursement and introduce line operation systems. Banks need to come up 

with an operation that can be used to enhance digital banking which will be considered safe and private in order 

to boost the operations, vacuity and availability of digital banking. There's farther need to grease ICT chops so 

that technology can be embraced. Through a joined adventure with education institutions ICT chops can be 

impacted through banks tutoring individualities and cooperates on the changing world of banking technologies. 

There's need to carry out client satisfaction checks to establish how guests are conforming to technology. 

Suitable ways should be cooked grounded on what guests want and not what's accessible for banks. There are 

numerous new technology and development came in the business world. Thus, banks are apprehensive of the 

technology development as important possible apply the rearmost technology and produce new strategy through 

them to fulfill the guests need.  

Website and blogs 

• https://rbi.org.in 

• https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/cashless-economy 

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_coronavirus_pandemic_in_india 

• https://cashlessindia.gov.in  

 


